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Abstract - In the last decade, the exponential growth in usage of information and communication technology had
increased the extent of cyber attacks in frequent and sophisticated manner. According to a survey conducted on the basis
of statistics presented from Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center (CERT/CC), the cyber attack
incidents reported till 1999 increased significantly with the alarming rise to 1.4 lakhs in 2003. The increase in number of
cyber attacks had affected the private and government sectors socially as well as financially. This paper focuses on the
analysis of the cyber attacks, their classification and types, and finally their impact on the private sector business.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increase in number of connected devices to internet, network and computer attacks are becoming pervasive
in today’s world. Any computer connected to the Internet is under threat of viruses, worms or attacks from hackers.
These threats or attacks can harm home users as well as business user’s security. Thus the need to combat with these
computer and network attacks has turn out to be a major issue of concern. Statistics from Computer Emergency
Response Team Coordination Center (CERT/CC) shows that from 1999 the cyber attack incident reported had
increased significantly with the alarming rise to 1.4 lakhs in 2003. Figure 1 shows the incidents reported from 1995
to 2003.
With the emerging tendency of cyber attacks it has become very complex and sophisticated to identify them.
Hence, many attacks are comparatively easy to launch and their thorough technical knowledge is no longer required.
This has facilitated various clusters of attackers, known as ‘‘script-kiddies’’, who can cause huge damage even
without knowing how their attack actually works. This drift is represented graphically as shown in Figure 2 [1].

Figure 1 Security incidents reported from 1995 to 2003

II.

CYBER ATTACK TYPES

In this section the various types of cyber attacks are briefly discussed [2].
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Denial of Service Attacks: Denial of service (DOS) is class of attack where an attacker makes a computing or
memory resource too busy or too full to handle legitimate requests, thus denying legitimate user access to a
machine. One of the primary goals of DOS is to increase the response time in case of web servers.
Remote to Local (User) Attacks (R2L): It can be defined as the class of attacks where an attacker sends packets
to a machine over network, and then exploits its vulnerability to illegally gain local access to that machine. It occurs
when an attacker has ability to send packets to a machine over a network but does not have an account on that
machine and thus it exploits some vulnerability to gain local access as a user on that machine.
User to Root Attacks (U2R): This type of attacks is defined as the class of attacks where an attacker starts with
access as a normal user account on the system and is able to exploit vulnerability to gain root access to the system in
which the attacker starts out with access as a normal user account on the system (perhaps gained by sniffing
passwords, a dictionary attack, or social engineering) and is able to exploit some vulnerability to gain root access to
the system.
Probing: “Probing is class of attacks where an attacker scans a network to gather information or find known
vulnerabilities. With the help of map of machine and services that are available on a network an attacker can use this
information to find the exploitation in the network [13].

Figure 2 Attack sophistication V/S Attackers computer knowledge.

III.

CLASSIFICATION OF CYBER ATTACKS

Attacking a system is not easy or a single step process, so attacker needs to wait till the system gets infected.
Number of steps is required to bypass the existing security solution of the system to carry out a successful cyber
attack. This attack is capable of acquiring access to resources of system and take out the important information from
the system. The hackers causing cyber attack will get their result in stipulated time, in series and in a proper manner.
Attacker or hacker uses a systematic approach to attack the system; this will infect the functioning of the system
very easily [2]. To achieve more appropriate results attackers use planned methods of operation. This well ordered
sequence of attacks generated by attacker leads to severe damage of resources of organization and will also
compromise the normal operation of organization [3][4]. Cyber attacks can be broadly classified as follows:
x
x

Reconnaissance Attacks: These types of attacks engage a mapping of unauthorized recognition system and
provide facility to obtain data.
Access Attacks: These types of attacks allow an intruder to gain access to a system to which it have no
right to access. Intruder tries to make unauthorized entry to system.
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Denial of Service: This a type of intrusion attack where a intruder tries to disable the network services so
that the service are not available for the authorized users. Denial of service (DOS) is category of attack
where an intruder or attacker makes a computing or memory resource busy or occupied to handle the
requests of legitimate users, thus denying access of legitimate users to access the system.
Cyber crime makes use of computers and the connected network or internet to utilize clients for
materialistic access.
Cyber espionage is the act of getting benefit of others as a spy through the use of internet.
Cyber terrorism causes large scale disturbance and demolition of life and property by using cyber space.
Cyber war is the act of a nation with the intention of disruption of another nation’s network to gain tactical
and military.
Active Attacks is type of attacks with data transmission to all parties thereby acting as a liaison enabling
severe compromise.
Passive Attacks is example of attack whose primary concern is eavesdropping without actually modifying
the database content.
Malicious Attacks is example of attack with a deliberate intent to cause harm resulting in large scale
disruption [14].
Non Malicious Attacks is the accidental attack due to mishandling or operational mistakes with minor loss
of data.
Attacks in MANET are the kind of attacks which works on stopping or narrow down the process of
information transmission among the nodes.
Attacks on WSN prevent the sensor nodes to detect or sense the information from environment and also
restricts the flow of information in the network.

IV. PRICE OF THE CYBER ATTACKS


US National Security Agency (NSA) Director General Keith Alexander referred to cyber espionage as “the greatest
transfer of wealth in history.” Globally, the cost of cybercrime is estimated to be upwards of $385 billion [8]. The
UK National Audit Office estimates cybercrime costs the UK between £18 billion ($30 billion) and £27 billion ($45
billion) a year.5 In the US that figure is estimated to be roughly $100 billion [9]. In 2013, 54% of total cyber attacks
targeted the US, the most of any country, followed by Russia and India, respectively. Nearly half of all attacks
originated in China followed by the US at 19% and Canada at 10% [10].
Intellectual property and business intelligence is facing a significant loss due to wide variety of cyber attacks.
This can take up the cost of security, hinder workflow, and harm reputation of company. Companies reporting major
attacks suffer a 1-5% drop in stock value, while some companies recover, others may lose everything. Canadian
telecom giant Nortel Networks Ltd. had been infiltrated by Chinese hackers for nearly a decade before filing for
bankruptcy in 2009. Investigators took several years to find the extent of damage caused to critical data by the
intruders, as the intrusions were so well defined so were difficult to identify [11].
Insurance is taken as the financial protection against the inevitable threat of attacks by various companies. Cyber
insurance usually includes regulatory fees and the fees to repair systems after security breaches. Number of policies
has exceptions whose scope of coverage excludes loss of business intelligence and stolen intellectual property. Still,
cyber insurance is a successful business. In the US insurance grew from less than $100 million in annual premiums
in 2002 to $800 million in 2011 and now similar growth is occurring in Asian and European markets as the loss due
to attacks continues to rise [12].
V. CONCLUSION
There is a need to reduce the vulnerabilities of private sector as the cyber attacks have grown exponentially that too
in severe and complex manner. Recent studies shows that attackers are not working individually, instead they work
as groups of intended criminal attacks on cyber security with huge network links and resources. The organizations
which are affiliated from state present an growing intricate political limit for both public as well as private sectors.
An organization that deals with current concerns can also face the mission of preparing for future ones [15]. Attacks
on the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries are continuously at rise from the last few years. Attackers can steal
personal information of the customers from medical records allowing hackers to commit fraud in a way such that is
hard for external security agencies to identify. There is an increase of 100 % criminal attacks on network systems
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between 2010 and 2013 on healthcare companies and this will continue to rise. The major reason of security threat
is the shift of many companies to cloud computing environment as about three-quarters of users are employing cloud
computing however less than half utilize cloud security. With the increase in content available in cloud, the risk of
cyber attacks on the content is augmented and thus is the need for tools to protect and maintain the cloud data.
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